Let K be a field of characteristic p, p zero or prime, and let L be the algebraic closure of K. Let M n (K) denote the matrix algebra of ^-square matrices with elements in K. The commutator of A, BeM n (K) is defined by {A, B) = AB -BA. It is the object of this paper to examine the following two questions, I. Given exactly one of the three matrices A, B, C e M n (K) 9 to determine necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the other two matrices will exist in MJJK) such that (1) C = (A, B), (C, A) = 0, C Φ 0 .
II. Given exactly one of the three matrices A f B,C e M n (K), to determine necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the other two matrices will exist in M n (K) such that (2) C= (A, B) , (C, A) = 0,(C,B) = 0,CΦ0.
We shall obtain complete solutions to all these problems, except that, in Question I when C is the given matrix and 0 < p ^ n, we obtain only a partial solution. As a consequence of our results, we are able to find conditions that are sufficient, and sometimes necessary and sufficient, in order that solutions exist in M n (K) for certain complicated families of commutator equations related to (1) or (2) .
Our proofs use only the theory of matrix similarity. Certain of our results (Theorems 1, 3, 4) are close to known results in the theory of Lie algebras. Nevertheless, we present full proofs.
Question II has already been examined by McCoy [4] when K is the complex number field. In our discussion of Question II, we obtain results that partially duplicate and partially complement McCoy's results.
2 Additional notation. Let 0 aβ denote an a x β matrix of zeros, let I a denote the α:-square identity matrix. Frequently we simply write 0 and I. We let λ be an indeterminate and if m(λ) = m Q + m x λ + .. -+ m r _ 1 λ r " 1 + λ r , we let C(m(X)) be the companion matrix of m(λ). It is the matrix 2.2 on p. 252 of [5] when r > 1, and C(m(λ)) = (-m 0 ) when r -1. For the informed reader we take our companion matrices to have the stripe of one's on the diagonal just above the main diagonal. Let T a be a linear combination of powers of C(λ α ). Then T a is constant on each diagonal parallel to (or equal to) the main diagonal, and T a has only zeros strictly below 290 R. C. THOMPSON the main diagonal. We use T a to define a x β stripe matrix M.
For a < β, M= (0 a , β _ a , T a ); for a = β, M = T a ; for a > β,

The direct sum of matrices A, B is denoted by A + B or by diag (A, B).
Given matrix A e M n (K), the nonconstant polynomials on the main diagonal of the Smith canonical form of the polynomial matrix λl -A are called the invariant factors of A. Each of the invariant factors of A can be factored into a product of powers of distinct polynomials #i(λ), p 2 (X), , which are irreducible over K. We call these powers of irreducible polynomials the elementary divisors of A over K. Within M n (K), A is similar to the direct sum of the companion matrices of its elementary divisors over K. 
C is nilpotent. Conversely, if C is nilpotent, A,BeM n (K) exist such that (4)
C = (A,B), (C,A) = 0. THEOREM 
Let 0 < p ^ n. Let C e M n (L). Then A, B e M n (L) exist satisfying (4) if and only if C is similar within M n (L) to some matrix C 1 + + C t in which:
(i) for 1 g i ^ ί, C; feαs α single eigenvalue 7*; (ϋ) whenever j { Φ 0, C, partitions as ίΛαί δZocA: C ίαβ is α^ e ία x e iβ stripe matrix, and e ia ~ e iβ = 0 (mod p), 1 ^ a, β g A(i). 
THEOREM 4. If C e M n (K) is nilpotent then B e M n (K) exists such that (5) C = (C,B).
Moreover, if p Φ 2, B may be chosen to have zero trace.
Proofs. We first establish part of Theorem 1. Suppose (3) holds. After a similarity transformation by an element of M n (L), we may suppose C is in Jordan canonical form: C -C 1 + C 2 + + C t where Ci has a single eigenvalue 7* and Ji Φ y d for i Φ j. Partition Z7 { = (Uiaβ)iέa,βzt, Vi = (Viaβ^aφzt, conformally with the partitioning of C. Then (C, 17*) = 0 forces C a U iaβ = U iaβ C β , 1 ^ a, β S t, 1 ^ i rg s. It is well known that, because C a and C β do not have a common eigenvalue when a Φ β, this equation implies U iaβ = 0 for a Φ β. Then (3) immediately yields which forces trace C a -0, hence η a = 0, for all α:. Hence C is nilpotent. This proves half of Theorem 1. This half of Theorem 1 is well known in the theory of Lie Algebras. The proof usually given there uses Newton's identities on symmetric polynomials. Our proof avoids use of this device from outside linear algebra.
We next establish part of Theorem 3. After a similarity transformation by an element of M n (L), we may suppose A in Jordan canonical form, hence let A = A t + + A t where A* has a ζ as its only eigenvalue and a ζ Φ a 5 We now prove Theorem 4. It suffices to establish the result when C is in rational canonical form. Since the rational canonical form of a nilpotent matrix is the direct sum of matrices of the form C(X n ). it suffices to assume that C -C(X n ). Let
where β e K. Then
C(λ ) -(C(λ ), J5) .
Moreover, trace B -nβ -n(n -l)/2. If n Ξ£ 0 (mod p) then βe K can be found to make trace 5 = 0. If n = 0 (mod p) and p is odd, then trace B -0 for any β e K. Then (4) holds, C has 7 as its only eigenvalue, and by Theorem 3 we may take A to be nilpotent. After a similarity transformation by an element of M n (L), we may take
Let B ~ (J?ij)i^i,i^fc> where B iό is e* x e iβ It is well known that (C, A) = 0 forces C = (C^)^,^ where C iy is an β< x β^ stripe matrix. Moreover C = (A, J5) yields for 1 5Ξ i, i g k. From (7) follows: whenever e t -e jf trace C^ = 0. Thus all square blocks in C have trace zero. We now have to show that if 7 Φ 0 then e^O (mod p) for 1 <^ ΐ ^ k. Suppose, for some fixed i with 1 ^ i S k, that ^ ^ 0 (mod p). Choose integers u, v such that all the β^-square blocks in C are C aβ with u < a, β ^ v. Since β< ^ 0 (mod p) any e Γ square C αβ must have zero main diagonal since it has trace zero. Hence the first column of any C aβ with u < a, β ^ v is a zero column. If a ^ u and /3>t6orifπ<^^τ; and β > v, then the first column of C aβ is a zero column since any such C aβ is an e a xe β stripe matrix with e a < e β . It a > v and β > u then the first column of C aβ is all zeros, except (perhaps) for the top element. Thus the columns of C passing through the first columns of C ltU+u C ltU+2 , , C lk are entirely zero except for a fixed set of k -v positions. Since k -u > k -v, these columns must be dependent. Thus C is singular. But 7 is the only eigenvalue of C and 7^0. Hence ^ΞO (mod p).
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, we show that if C = (Cij)i^i,j^k with each C iS an β^ x β y stripe matrix such that e t = e ό = 0 (mod p), then with A given by (6), we can find B -{B i3 )^i tj < k such that B iS is βi x β y and (7) holds for I ^ i, j ^ k. First let e t > e 3 . Put row a of J5^ equal to (a -1) (row a -1 of C i5 ) for 2 ^ α: g ^ + 1, and put all other rows of B i3 equal to zero. Then (7) holds. Next suppose that e { = e 3 . Then set row a of JB^ equal to (a -1) (row α: -1 of C i3 ) for 2 ^ a : § ^, and set the first row of B i3 equal to zero. Then, because e { = 0 (mod p), (7) holds. Finally suppose e { < e y .
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This time put column e 3 -a of B i0 equal to ( -a) (column e 3 --a + 1 of C i3 ) for 1 ^ a g e*, and put all other columns of B i3 equal to zero. Then again (7) holds. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2. Note that, when i -j, trace B u -ce^ -l)/2, where c is the (1, 2) element of C u . Since ^ΞO (mod p), we find trace ΰ^ = 0 whenever p is odd. Combining this fact with Theorem 4 yields the remaining part of Theorem 3.
Theorem 2 is somewhat unsatisfactory in that whether C e MJJL) can be represented in the form (4) depends only on the similarity class of C, and hence the necessary and sufficient condition should be a condition on the elementary divisors of C. In one particular case it is possible to obtain a condition involving the elementary divisors of C. Proof. Suppose (4) holds. Then, by Theorem 2, we may take C = d + + C t where, say, C x has eigenvalue 7. From the fact that the multiplicity of 7 is < 2p and the form of C l9 it follows that C 1 is a p-square stripe matrix. We have merely to determine the elementary divisors of the stripe matrix C 1# This was accomplished by Gantmacher in [2] , Here is an alternative proof which establishes a result slightly more general than Gantmacher's. Proof of Lemma. Suppose, for a fixed r with 1 g r < n -t, that w^ = 0 for all i, j for which 1 <Ξ i < r, j -i > t. Fix integer s so that s ^ ^ and s -r < £. Perform the following similarity transformation of W: add -(w r , t+r )~1w rs times column t + r to column s, then in the resulting matrix add (w r , t+r )~1w rs times row s to row t + r.
The matrix obtained this way satisfies all the hypotheses imposed on W, has the same elements on diagonal (i, j) with j -i = t as W, has the same row r as W except that position (r, s) is now zero. Thus, in W, we may, one by one, replace the elements to the right of w ryt+r with zeros, and we may do this for r = 1, 2,
, n -t -1. So in W we may assume w iά -0 whenever j Now consider λ/ % -W. Given ί, 1 <^ i ^ n -t, find integers a, β such that i = αί + /9, 1 ^ /3 g t, a ^ 0. In λJ, ~ T7 add λ α+1 times column t + i to column β for 1 ^ i ^ n ™ ί. Call the resulting matrix TΓ lβ As columns 1, 2, •••, ί of WΊ are entirely zero down to row n -ί, we may add appropriate multiples of row α: to rows α: + 1, α + 2, -, n for 1 g a ^ w -ί, so that the resulting matrix, call it W 2 , becomes a generalized permutation matrix (has exactly one nonzero element in each row and in each column). The nonconstant entries of W t occur in the lower left txt block of W 2 , and they give the elementary divisors of W.
To apply Lemma 1 to Theorem 5, let C 1 be an ^-square stripe matrix with diagonal element 7, then let W -C 1 -jl n .
This proves Theorem 5 (i).
For Theorem 5 (ii) let m = at + b. We now know that m-square matrix Γ with elementary divisors (λ -j) a (t -h times) and (λ -j) a+1 (b times) is similar to the m-square stripe matrix Γ x whose first row is (7, 0, 0, , 0, 1, 0, , 0) , where the 1 occurs at position t + 1. Then if B has zero first row and row i of B is (i -1) (row i -1 of Λ) for 2 S i S m, we find Γ x = (C(λ m ), B), (Γ u C(λ m )) = 0. By taking direct sums in an obvious manner we obtain Theorem 5 (ii). e be an elementary divisor of C over K, where p(X) is irreducible over K. Either p(X) has simple roots or else p(X) has multiple roots and in the latter event p(X) is a polynomial in X p . First suppose that p(X) has multiple roots or that p(X) has simple roots but e = 0 (mod p). Let p{X) e α 0 + a,X + ... + α^λ™" 1 + λ m . Then a 3 = 0 if i Ξ£ 0 (mod p), and m = 0 (mod p). C(p(λ) e ), 5) since .?%", ^ 0 if i =£ 1 (mod p) and ja^, = α^ if i = 1 (mod p). Now let p(X) e be an elementary divisor of C over K such that β Ξ£ 0 (mod p) and p(λ) has simple roots. Let λ 0 be a zero of p{X).
e is an elementary divisor of C over L, hence appears as an elementary divisor of C over L with multiplicity J ΞO (mod p). Proof. We may assume B is in rational canonical form:
where
the invariant factors of B; Pi(X) \ p i+ ι(X) for 1 ig i < r. First suppose r > 1 and p r (λ) is not linear. Let X be a (degree Pi(λ)) x (degree p r (X)) matrix whose only nonzero element is a one at the top left corner. Let A e M n (K) have X occupying the extreme top right corner; all other positions in A are zero. Let C -(A, B). Then C is all zeros except that the upper right corner is
Since p r (X) is not linear, the top element of the second column of (8) Finally let n = 2 Φ p. If C = (A, J5) and (C, A) = 0, then also C = (A,B -/SI) and (C, A) = 0. Therefore in searching for C, A belonging to a given ί?, we may change B to B -βl y and hence assume we are working with a B which has zero trace. Cast B into rational canonical form. Since B clearly cannot be scalar if we are to have C Φ 0, we may suppose B -C(λ 2 -β). Now note that if C = (A, B) with (C, A) = 0 then also C = (A -α:/, B) with (C, A-aI) = 0, and also aC = (aA, B) with (aC, aA) = 0. By combining these two observations we may assume that the (1, 1) element of A is zero and that one of the nonzero elements of A is a one. Thus we may assume A is in one of the following three forms: , so that /S is a nonzero square in K if and only if p, -p are distinct and in K. Moreover when β is a nonzero square in K and a x = ™ /S, α^ -4/3, we find C = (A, JS) =^ 0 but (C, A) = 0. In terms of the original B with arbitrary trace, we find that B must have its eigenvalues distinct and in K. This completes the proof.
where θ is a fixed positive integer. After a similarity transformation of (9) by an element of M n (L), we may assume C -G 1 + ... + C k , where C< has 7i as its only eigenvalue and 7* ^ 7 5 if i Φ j. Then (C, Aφ) = (C, β^) = 0 forces A^ = A^x + . -. + A φk , B φ = β^ + + 5 y& , and then
So let us change notation and consider (9) if e { > 1 ,
A ,^k and where A φij and «B yii are e { x β i# Then (C, A^) = 0 and (C, B^) = 0 yield C { A φiύ -A φij C jf CiBφij -B φij C J9 and it is well known that these equations force A φih B φij to be stripe matrices; 1 g φ g θ; 1 ^ ΐ, i <s &.
We now require additional notation. if i ^ t; and
if ί ^ i. In (11), the second nonzero coordinate is absent e t = 1. In (12), all coordinates are zero if e t -^ ^ ^, and there is only one nonzero coordinate if e t -e { -e { -1.
From (10), (11), (12) we find that the (1, 1) element of C, is and if ^ > 1, the (1, 2) element of C* is
Note that, in (13) and (14), the terms with t -i collapse to zero, hence it is necessary to sum only over values of t different from i. Suppose 7^0. Then it follows from (13) that at least one tΦi exists such that e t = e i9 Fix i y and let q + 1, q + 2, , q + r be all a with e a = e t . Let j, s be two fixed integers such that q + 1 5Ξ i < s ^ g + r. Then in sum (13) for C j9 the terms are contributed by C 8 , whereas in the sum (13) for C 8 , the terms are contributed by C jm Note that (15) and (16) Consequently the number r of integers a with β α = e { satisfies r == 0 (mod p). This means: if 7 Φ 0 and (λ -7)
e is an elementary divisor of C over L with multiplicity r, then r = 0 (mod p). Now let 7 = 0. Select an integer i such that ^ > 1. Recall that β x g β 2 ^ ^ e k . Find the set S of consecutive integers of maximal length containing i such that whenever a and α + 1 e S then β«+i -β α = δ α with ί β = 0 or 1. Let S = {q + 1, q + 2, -.., q + r}. Then either g -0 or q > 0 and β g < e q+1 -1; and either q + r -k or q + r < k and β ?+r+1 > β g+r + 1.
Because of (14), there exists at least one integer tΦi such that e t -e 4 = 0 or ±1. Thus the length of S is at least two. We wish to examine the circumstances under which e q+1 > 1. So assume e q +i > 1. Let j < s be two members of S. If β s -β^ = 0 then in the sum (14) for C s , C s contributes the terms β whereas in the sum (14) for C 8 , C 3 contributes the terms Θ Note that (17) and (18) add to zero. If e s -e ά = 1 then in the sum (14) for C Ί , C s contributes (15) whereas in the sum (14) for C s , C d contributes the term (16), and (15) and (16) sum to zero. If e s -e ά > 1, then C s contributes no terms to the sum (14) for C ό and C ό contributes no terms to the sum (14) for C s . Because of the maximality of S, no integer outside S contributes any terms to the sum (14) for C i9 where i is any integer in S. By virtue of these remarks we find q+r Σ Hence r = 0 (mod p). This argument does not work when e q+1 = 1 since then equation (14) does not exist when i = q + 1. This completes the proof of the first part of Theorem 9. (21) (23) is r = 0 (mod p).
To complete the proof it will suffice to assume that (25) cand that either p(X) = λ and the integers r, e u , e r satisfy (20) or (21) above; or else that p(X) Φ X and (26) e 1 = e 2 = = β r = e; r = 0 (mod p) .
If in each of these three cases we find A, B e M n (K) such that (19) holds, then the general case will follow by taking direct sums.
Suppose in (25) that p(X) = λ and that the integers e l9 , e r , r satisfy (20). We may assume e 1 = 1, e 2 = 2, since in the more general situation we need only consider 0 + C, 0 + A, 0 + B.
So assume β 1 = 1, e 2 = 2. We present A -(A aβ ) ί^aφ^r in partitioned form, where block A aβ is e a x β β and is zero whenever β Φ a -1. We set 2 ^ a ^ r. We present B -(5 αβ ) 1^α , β^r in partitioned form also, where block J3 αβ is e a x β β and is zero whenever β Φ a + 1. We set here / -degree p(X) e . Otherwise we keep A, B exactly as constructed above. Then with C given by (25), (19) still holds, since r = 0 (in K). This completes the proof of Theorem 9 (and also of Theorem 6). THEOREM It should be pointed out that much of the argument of § 4 is very close to arguments first found by McCoy [4] , 5* The number of similarity classes of commutators• In §5 only, we let p(n) denote the number of partitions of n and p\n) denote the number of partitions of n into distinct summands. THEOREM 
Let A e M n (K). Then B, C e M n {K) exist satisfying (2) if and only if: (i) when p -2, at least one eigenvalue of A has a nonlinear elementary divisor over L; (ii) when p Φ 2, at least one eigenvalue of A has multiplicity not less than
Let p = 0 or p > n. Then: (i) the number of similarity classes of matrices C e M n (K) for which a representation (3) or (4) exists in M n (K) is p(n); (ii) the number of similarity classes of matrices C e M n (K) for which a representation (9) or (19) exists in M n {K) is p a {n).
Proof. In view of Theorem 1, (i) is just a count on the number of similarity classes of nilpotent matrices; the result is well known and trivial. To prove (ii) we use the fact that (20) of Theorem 9 is the necessary and sufficient condition for (9) or (19) to hold, when p -0 or p > n. Then from e i+1 -e { ~ δ { for 1 g i < r, and from e 1 + + e r -n, we get
3=1
Since each δ 3 -is 0 or 1, the result immediately follows from (31). (29) or (30), for I <La < r. Let σ(l) = 0 and for ί > 1 define σ(ί) to be the number of integers a for which e a = e α+1 , 1 ^ α < i. LEMMA Given i, 1 ^ i < r, define e^ x e ά matrix M i5 for j ^ i, as follows. If e i < e i+1 , then M"^-= 0 for all j, 1 ^ j Si* If e< = e ί+1 and <j(i) < βi then Λfϋ is entirely zero except for λ i occupying position (#i, &i ~~ G(J>) At a later point it will be necessary to observe that a certain matrix Γ r is a generalized permutation matrix. For this purpose observe the following facts. If β is the smallest integer for which e β -e β+1 then σ(β) = 0 and M βl has its nonzero element in the extreme lower right corner. If i > β is such that σ(i) < e* and e t = e ί+u let a be the largest integer < i with β α = e a+1 . Then (35) implies that the nonzero element of M u occurs one column to the left of the nonzero element of M al . If σ(r) ^ e u take u to be the largest integer for which σ{u) < e 1# Then σ(u + 1) = e x -σ(u) + 1 and e u -β tt+1 . If < r, it follows that i(ί ul has a nonzero element in the extreme lower left corner. Next observe that, because of (34), i -e { + 1 = σ(i) -e t + 2, so that if o"(i) ^ β t and β^ = e ί+1 , then M" ίx = 0 and, in addition, if a is the smallest integer for which a > i and e a = e a+u then (by (35)), α -e α + 1 = (i -e { + 1) + 1.
Next, given integer ί, 1 ^ ί ^ r, define e t xe 3 matrix ΛΓ^ for j ^ ί as follows. For nonnegative i ^ min(£ -2, e t -2), let iV^^ be all zeros except for λ ΐ+1 occupying position (i + 1, 1). For imin(ί -1, e t -1) let N t , t __i be all zeros except for λ ί+1 occupying all positions (a, β) with a -β = i.
For i > min(ί -1, e t -1), set
Note that, when ί ^ β ί? then for i = min(ί -1, e t •-1), we have ί -ί = 1 and JVf,^ has λ* occupying the diagonal of positions (a, β) with a -β = t -1, and that the number of zeros to the right of λ* in the last row of N t , t _i is σ(t) (by 34)). Moreover, if t ^ e t , then by (34), o (ί) < e l9 so that if q is the largest integer < t with β g = e q+ly the nonzero element in the last row of M ql is one column to the right of the nonzero element in the last row of N tl . When t > e u then with i -min(ί -1, e t -1), we have t -ί = t -e t + l*z 2; and for this i, JV^^i has in the extreme lower left as the only nonzero element. Moreover, if a is the largest integer < t with e a -e a+1 , then 306 R. C. THOMPSON   Finally note that no two of N tl , N t2 , , N tt have a nonzero element in the same row. These remarks will also be used below to see that Γ r is a generalized permutation matrix.
For fixed t, 1 S t ^ r, let Γ t be a polynomial matrix presented in partitioned form as follows.
, 0). (Observe that each row of block row i has exactly one nonzero element.) Block row t of Γ t is (N tl , N t2y , N tt , -B ttt+1 , 0, , 0) when t < r, and block row £ of Γ t is (Λ r r] , iV r2 , , N rr ) when t -r. For all i, t < i < r, block row i of Γ* is (0, ...,0,λ/ β< ,-B ifi+1 ,0, ...,0)
where the block appears in the main block diagonal position. For t < r, block row r of Γ t is (0,0, ...,0,λ/ #r ).
Observe that each row in block row r of Γ r contains exactly one nonzero element.
Note that when t -1, ΓΊ = λi" -J5. This is so since for ί = 1, min(ί -1, e t -1) = 0, and then N n = λ/ βl . We now supply elementary row and column operations that successively convert Γ 1 into P F ... P Let t < r. To convert JΓ^ into A+i, first add λ times the row of Γ t passing through row i of the block -B ttt+1 , to the row of Γ t passing through row ί + 1 of the block for l^ig e t+1 -1. Call the resulting matrix Γ' t . Block row t + 1 of Γ' t is now (N t+1Λ , , iV ί+1 , ί+1 , -B t+ltt+2 , 0, ..., 0) (--B ί+1)ί+2 is absent if t + 1 = r). In ΓJ the columns of .ΓJ passing through columns 2, 3, , β ί+1 of block -B ttt+1 are entirely zero except for -l ? s appearing in -B ut+1 .
So if we add appropriate multiples of these columns of Γ\ to the columns of Γ\ to the left of block -B ttt+1 , we can replace all elements in blocks N tu N t2y , N tt with zeros, except that, when e t = e t+1 , the nonzero element in the last row of the block N t , t _i, with i -min(£ -1, e t -1), cannot get replaced with zero. If σ(t) < e l9 (34) implies t ^ e t , hence ί -1 = min(ί -1, e t -1), hence the element that does not get replaced with zero is λ* at position (e t , e x -σ{t)) in N tl . Thus when e t = β ί+1 and σ (ί) < e l9 our column operations convert N tl into ikf ίl# If σ(t) ^ e 2 , then (34) yields t > e t , ON A CLASS OF MATRIX EQUATIONS 307 so that min(ί -1, e t -ΐ) = e t -1, hence the element that does not get replaced with zero is at position (e u 1) of Thus, whether σ(t) < e x or σ{t) Ξ> e u the blocks N tl ,
,
The remarks above show that Γ r is a generalized permutation matrix. As each nonconstant element of Γ r is a power of λ, to obtain the invariant factors we need only locate all of the nonconstant polynomials in Γ r .
Let σ(r) < e χm Then from the block M al in Γ r we obtain λ α precisely when e a = e α+1 , 1 g α: < r. From the block N r , r _ a we get λ α+1 , 0 <; α < r -1. From the block JV rl we obtain λ r exactly e λ -σ(r) times. This completes the proof of (i).
Let σ(r) Ξ> e lm Since σ(l) -0 < e u σ(r) ^ e u there exists a largest positive integer u with σ(u) < e lβ Since cr(2) ^ 1 < β 2 , clearly w ^ 2. We must have σ(u + 1) -e λ and also that e u = e u+1 . From (34) Proof. If σ(r) = 0, then e 1 < β 2 < < e r , so e 4 -i for 1 ^ i ^ r, hence Lemma 2(ΐ) gives the result.
If 6r(r) ^ 1 then σ(r) ^ β 1# Because β x = 1, (34) gives e t ^ i, so β u _! < u. Hence X u occurs as many times as there are integers β with u -e β . Because σ(u) < e 1 = 1, <7(w) = 0. So 1 = β x < e 2 < < £"_! < e u = %, hence for α: < %, Proof. For i ^ a let M ία be an e { x β α matrix constructed according to the following rule: the element of M ia at position (ξ, ζ) is X a~ί+ \ for all <J such that e { _ x < ξ ^ e io (If e^ = β t , there are no such ξ.) All other elements of M ia are zero. Now let Δ t = (Λϋ)i£*,i£r be presented in partitioned form, as follows. Block A tij is β< x e, ; Λ,i,i-i = ~ Λ,i-i for 2 ^ ΐ ^ r; J ίίt = Λf^ for l^i^ t; Δ tii = λ/ e . for all i > t; and all other blocks // ui in J t are zero.
Note that A 1 -\I -A. We now supply elementary row and column operations to convert Δ t into Δ t+1 . In Δ t add (α t+1 )~1λ times the column passing through column i of block -A t+1 , t to the column of Δ t passing through column i of block λ/ e , for 1 ^ i ^ e t . Call the resulting matrix Δ\ % In Δ' t , we find M 1>t+U M 2 , t+1 , , Af ί+1 , ί+1 occupying the first ί + 1 positions in the block column t + 1. Moreover, in J', the rows passing through the first e t rows of block -A t+Ut are entirely zero, except for the nonzero elements in the main diagonal of -A t+Ut .
By adding appropriate multiples of the rows of Δ\ passing through the first e t rows of - Suppose now C e MJK) supports a commutator chain (37) of type II. Then Theorem 9 applies and so the elementary divisors of C over L classify into the types (20), (21), (22) of Theorem 9. In the next theorems we provide sufficient conditions on the elementary divisors of C over K in order that C support a commutator chain of type II of arbitrary length t. Let m(i) be the multiplicity of integer i in e l9 e 2 , , e r . In the second assertion of the theorem, we know m(l) ^ m(2) ^ ^ m(e r ).
where k d -e r . Let C* be a matrix with elementary divisors
If we can show that C { supports a commutator chain (37) with Y o -C< and with all X { and all Y ζ similar to C ίy then by taking direct sums we will also get C supporting a commutator chain (37) with Y o = C and all X { and all Y t similar to C. Hence to complete the proof of Theorem 14, we may suppose that the elementary divisors of C are (20) with e t = i for 1 ^ i ^ r, and p -0 or p ^ r. In this case the proof above gives C = (A, B) where the blocks A α , α-1 of A, given by (28), have r + 1 -a φ 0, 2 ^ α: ^ r. We may use Lemma 3 to Proof. In the proof of Theorem 9, we expressed C in the form (19) for a certain A, BeM n (K).
The elementary divisors of B may be calculated from Lemma 2, and they turn out to satisfy the conditions (20) each with multiplicity two, and X p with multiplicity one. The elementary divisors of A 1 can be computed from Lemma 3; they turn out to be X p with multiplicity p. Since B x satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 14, the existence of the rest of the commutator chain now follows from Theorem 14. This finishes the proof.
We remark that by varying this general theme, many other commutator chains may be constructed involving matrices from a small number of similarity classes. Let the reader experiment for himself! We now present two corollaries which summarize some of our results and which show interesting parallels between commutator chains of types I and II. 8» Construction of block stripe matrices with prescribed eigenvalue. Let C be presented in partitioned form as C ~ (6^)^,^, where C i3 -is an ^ x e 3 -stripe matrix, 1 ^ ί, j <L k. Because of Theorem 2, it is of interest to determine when such a matrix can have a single nonzero eigenvalue. We show that matrices C with these prpoerties are extremely plentiful, and we construct them all. In the process of this, we use a theorem (Theorem 17) due to Williamson, and ; 1 ^ i, j S k. Let N = (N i:i ) 1£i , j£ke Then M and N have the same eigenvalues.
